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Live Webinar Q&A Sheet: 
The Importance of Light Scattering in Biopharmaceutical Formulation Development 

 
 

The recorded webinar may be viewed from the DLS webinars page. These questions were 
submitted by live viewers. Additional information on MALS, CG-MALS, ELS, and FFF may be found 
on the Wyatt web Library under Webinars, Application Notes, Featured Publications and 
Bibliography, as well as on the corresponding Product page and Theory page of our web site.  

Please contact info@wyatt.com with any additional questions.  

Q: The use of CG-MALS to determine monomer/oligomer percent as a function of 
concentration is an unusual approach to establishing that the product meets the 
requirement of 95% monomer purity. What are the benefits to this approach versus the 
more common ones such as SEC and FFF? Do you see this use of CG-MALS being accepted 
and adopted by your clients and regulatory reviewers? 

A: To measure the % of irreversible aggregates and impurities, we are using SEC at each stage of our 
process. We use CG-MALS primarily to measure the intermolecular interactions in solution, but 
the % monomeric content is an added bonus! The combination of SEC and CG-MALS is a powerful 
way to characterize the sample. SEC measures irreversible aggregates, while CG-MALS quantifies 
reversible interactions. The CG-MALS approach is not yet widely adopted, but we see it becoming 
more accepted as the analysis is more clearly understood and the instrumentation is more widely 
accessible. Our clients see value in combining CG-MALS with other traditional techniques and 
have presented these data to regulatory agencies. 

Q: The lot-to-lot variation of molar mass and protein fraction that you presented in case 
study #1 was about 1-2%. How much of this is from experimental repeatability and how 
much actual product variation? 

A:  There are many factors during an SEC-MALS experiment which introduce variability into the 
measurement, but on a well-controlled system, the variability from measurement to 
measurement of an identical sample is less than 1%. This number may be slightly higher for a 
protein conjugate analysis like the one presented. The variability observed in the case study is 
likely due to a combination of experimental repeatability and product variation. 

https://www.wyatt.com/webinars/DLS
http://www.wyatt.com/Library
https://www.wyatt.com/DynaPro
https://www.wyatt.com/Theory/DLS
mailto:info@wyatt.com?subject=October%202018%20Webinar%20follow-up
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Q: In case study #2 you mentioned impurities at a level of < 5% mass fraction. What is the 
lower limit for identifying and quantifying these impurities with SEC-MALS? 

A:   The lower limit will depend strongly on the experimental conditions such as baseline noise, signal 
intensity, resolution, concentration at the detector, etc. In my research, I have routinely 
quantified impurities less than 1% of the total eluting mass and been able to distinguish between 
0.6 and 0.8% for example. 

Q: In case study #3, you saw variations in MW that depend on temperature. Were both the 
HPLC and detectors set to the specific temperatures in order to make this measurement, 
or could you get away with just controlling the column? How important is it for 
biopharmaceutical analysis to have a temperature-controlled MALS detector? 

A:  The HPLC (column) and RI detectors were both set to the desired temperature, but the MALS 
detector (which is in between the other 2) was at ambient temperature. While a temperature-
controlled MALS detector can be purchased, our detector does not have this feature. We are not 
certain of the impact this has on the measurement, although we suspect it is minimal. It is 
somewhat rare that we need to control temperature in the MALS detector for biopharmaceutical 
products, since most are stable at temperatures well above the usual chromatography 
conditions. As long as the column temperature is controlled, the separation will be consistent, 
and the MALS measurement should be unaffected. 

Q: In case study #3 the DLS data show a decrease in radius with temperature of the 
nominally quite large molecules. Can you ascertain from the DLS measurement if the 
molecule is dissociating or simply changing conformation? 

A:  Yes! The intensity of scattered light corresponds to the molar mass of the sample. If the molecule 
were dissociating, the light intensity would go down; conversely, if the molecule was aggregating, 
the light scattering intensity would go up. If a molecule undergoes a conformational change but 
does not change molar mass, the scattering intensity will stay the same. For our measurement, 
the scattering intensity stayed constant as the size decreased, which indicates that the molecule 
is simply undergoing a conformational change. 

Q: Can SEC-MALS analyze the molecule of case study #3 to determine the number of arms 
branching out from the central hub? 

A:   Yes! There are two ways to approach this question. First and simplest, we know the 
molecular weight of each individual arm, so it’s simply a matter of measuring the total 
molecular weight and dividing by each arm’s individual mass. Second, you could apply 
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branching analysis to this molecule. Branching analysis is most often used for polymers, 
but it could apply in this case. Branching analysis will give information on the branching 
pattern and number of branch points within the molecule. This analysis is a feature 
already built into the software from Wyatt Technology called ASTRA. 

Q. We would like some advice on how to qualify and validate our methods with SEC-MALS. 

A. Wyatt will get back on this directly. 

Q: Can you use fluorescently labeled Fab (i.e. anti-IgG2) to detect impurities in an IgG 
product with SEC-MALS? 

A: Wyatt will get back on this directly. 

Q: What is the largest size detectable by MALS? 

A:   The largest size that can accurately be measured by light scattering depends on the number of 
angles used to measure the sample. The Wyatt HELEOS has 18 angles of detection which is 
sufficient to measure samples up to 1 µm in size. 

Q: Case Study #1: Is glycosylation known to promote aggregation or instability for these 
types of molecules? Does it have some other role? 

A:   Glycosylation may promote instability in some cases, but more often it has little effect on 
stability and only serves to regulate the way the molecule interacts with the target 
receptor. 

Q: Case study #2: How reliable is the molar mass calculations from the light scattering data 
from these barely visible high molecular weight "peaks"? Can you be sure that they are 
actually dimers? The signal seems weak compared to the baseline in those cases and also, 
due to how weak they are they appear quite broad. How does this affect the calculation? 

A:   The error associated with a molar mass calculation does increase as the signal intensity 
decreases. However, in a clean MALS detector, the noise level is approximately 50 microvolts, so 
even a small amount of signal will stand out from this baseline and the peak can be quantified. If 
we zoom in for case study #2, the small high molecular weight peaks are definitely well resolved 
and have a reasonably strong signal. After reviewing the data file, the error associated with the 
molar mass measurement of even the small peaks is less than 1%, so we have high confidence in 
the molar mass measured for these peaks and can confidently say this is a dimer. 
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Q: How can you separate sample from the void peak and from the solvent RI signal? 

A:   If a sample is eluting with either the void peak or solvent peak, the column is probably not the 
correct choice for that sample. The best way to ensure the sample elutes at the appropriate time 
is to choose a column with the appropriate molecular weight range and a stationary phase which 
will not interact with the sample. If the sample is complex and a suitable column cannot be found, 
you could consider an alternative separation technique like field flow fractionation combined 
with a MALS detector. 

Q: How can you best separate out a complex mixture with a broad polydispersity on SEC-
MALS that are not separating out enough using two columns? 

A:   In the case that you cannot find columns which separate your sample, there is another 
fractionation technique called Field Flow Fractionation (FFF) which may solve your problem. This 
technique separates the sample with different velocity flows; there is no stationary phase which 
means that interactions with the stationary phase are no longer a concern. FFF is also capable of 
fractionating samples across a much larger size range than columns are capable of handling. 
Wyatt Technology offers an excellent FFF system which can be combined with your existing MALS 
detector. 

Q: Case study #3: For your DLS study, Is the difference between 54 nm (starting radius) and 
30 nm (radius at elevated temperature) statistically significant? Is DLS that sensitive? 
Clearly it gets larger once the temperature increases by a large amount. 

A:   Yes! The difference between 54 and 30 nm is statistically significant for these data. I only showed 
a single line in the graph, but the experiment was done in triplicate, then each point was 
averaged together to display the graph in the presentation. Each of the triplicate points overlaid 
closely, so error bars were small. 

 DLS is very sensitive to size changes, but this sensitivity depends somewhat on the sample. If your 
sample is very polydisperse, then small changes are less meaningful and more difficult to 
measure. If your sample is very monodisperse, then small changes are easy to detect and more 
meaningful. Most of our samples are proteins in different formulations, and they are usually pure 
or contain a very small amount of aggregate. When this is the case, a change in radius of less than 
1 nm is very significant.  

Q: For conjugate analysis what dn/dc value did you use for the glycan? 

A:   We used 0.13 for the glycan dn/dc value. Past experience and a literature survey tells us that 
these values typically range from 0.13 – 0.15 for polysaccharides. 
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Q: Do you have any insight into ways to modulate aggregation state so as to bias a sample 
toward a desired molecular weight? 

A:   Modulating the aggregation state in a controlled way is very difficult if not impossible, since the 
aggregation state depends on the chemistry and structure of the sample itself. In my industry, we 
are trying very hard to avoid aggregates! 

Q: Case #3: How can you confirm that the molecule was not a dodecamer? With the lack of 
resolution in the SEC-MALS trace, can you be sure that the dodecamer peak does not exist 
under some other peak? 

A:   It is possible that the dodecamer is eluting underneath another peak, since the hydrodynamic 
size and conformation of a dodecamer is similar to a higher molecular weight molecule with more 
arms. However, if the dodecamer is eluting, it is in such small quantities that it is vastly 
overshadowed by higher molecular weight species. From previous data, the client thought the 
sample was primarily dodecamer with some higher order species mixed in, so these data 
contradicted that idea. Because this molecule is so large, ideally we would apply FFF (field flow 
fractionation) to fractionate the sample, because FFF can effectively fractionate very large 
molecules that are difficult to resolve by SEC. We may be able to resolve dodecamer if it does 
exist in the sample. 

Q: Do the high throughput studies need to be validated by the cuvette-based methods? 

A:   No, the high-throughput methods we use are based on the same fundamental 
measurement as low-throughput techniques and are equally reliable. 

Q: Can you differentiate polymer salt form from acid form? 

A:   As long as the two forms have a different size, different molecular weight, or different 
interactions in solution, they should be distinguishable. Otherwise, I don’t think they can be 
distinguished using the methods I presented. 

Q: Both DLS and CG-MALS could measure attractive/repulsive interaction. Which one has 
better resolution and accuracy? How would you choose? 

A:   There are 2 primary parameters which describe attractive/repulsive forces in solution. The first 
comes from DLS and is called kD (diffusion interaction parameter). The second comes from static 
light scattering (CG-MALS) and is called A2 or B22 (second virial coefficient); there are also higher 
order terms that we will not consider here. The 2 parameters are very similar and fundamentally 
tell us the same information about the sample even though they come from different techniques. 
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The Wyatt DLS can measure both kD and A2 at the same time. CG-MALS can measure A2 only. The 
DLS technique has the advantage of speed and efficiency, and it’s the only way to get kD. 
However, the A2 measurement by CG-MALS is much more accurate and is better able to measure 
fine details and weak interactions in solution. The error bars for CG-MALS are quite a bit smaller. 

Q: Do you think dn/dc value for glycans depends on nature of the modifier? 

A:   Yes! The dn/dc value will change based on the identity of the glycan (and the mobile phase and 
the RI wavelength). Past experience and a literature survey tells us that these values typically 
range from 0.13 – 0.15 for polysaccharides.  

Q: If higher order aggregates are retaining in Frit or not eluting from the column, how do you 
say that SEC-MALS results are accurate? 

A:   SEC-MALS (as with any other technique) can only analyze what is actually present in the sample, 
so if higher-order aggregates are filtered out or are retained on the column, we will miss part of 
the sample. In addition, the MALS signal is an average of all species that are passing through the 
detector at a particular instant in time, so the more pure the eluting peaks are, the more accurate 
our molecular weight calculation will be. All of this means we must choose chromatography 
conditions that are appropriate for the sample to 1) analyze and fractionate all species present in 
solution 2) avoid column interactions and 3) maximize peak resolution. 

Q: In case #2 study you rely on secondary interactions to separate ABC w the same MW 
Normally the secondary interactions change with column usage and vary lot-to-lot. How 
robust/consistent your method? 

A:   The method seems to be consistent over time and from lot-to-lot. In this example, the injections 
of individual molecules and the injections of the combined molecules were made almost a year 
apart on either the same column or an identical type of column, and the chromatograms overlay 
nearly perfectly. 

Q: For the conjugation analysis from MALS, is this a software feature, or additional analytical 
run is needed on SEC-MALS? 

A:   The software which collects and analyses light scattering data is called ASTRA, and the protein-
conjugate analysis is already built into the software. As long as you have collected UV, light 
scattering, and RI signals, this analysis can be applied to any current or historic data collected by 
ASTRA. It does not require any special run conditions beyond your typical chromatography 
experiment. 
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